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INTRODUCTION
What is worth to better 
«understand» about ancient 
documents?

- Shapes
- Signa 
- Position of texts
- Defects and missing parts
- Writing style / abbreviations
- Signatures 
- notes (even on the back)

How we can study these 
features ?



STUDY INTRODUCTION
• Ancient written private and public documents on parchment

were an important communication mean to humankind and have,
for that motive, an invaluable historical value to our culture
heritage and at the same time they are authentic deeds among
people, valid till nowadays.

• Therefore, it becomes imperative that they are preserved and
perpetuated in order to extend their life span in the interests of
population and future generations.

• Currently, digitization of historical parchments is
extraordinarily convenient as it allows easy access to the
documents from remote positions and removes the need for
possible adverse physical management.



AN OUTSTANDING HERITAGE

• The Archivio di Stato of Milan (ASMi), among the others, preserves
more than 130.000 documents on parchment, covering nearly a
thousand years of history.

• The main collections of parchment documents are the Museo
diplomatico and the Pergamene per fondi.

• The Museo diplomatico holds the most ancient Italian original private
deed, dating back to the year 721 and a large number of documents
preceding the year 1000.

• The Pergamene per fondi holds imperial and royal charters, papal
bulls, chancery documents, and private deeds coming from a
huge variety of ecclesiastical and secular institutions of northern Italy
(12th-18th centuries).
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NEW PATHS OF RESEARCH
• Though studied and edited since the XVIII century, this extensive

materials have never been investigated systematically in order
to identify common features recurrent in homogeneous groups of
documents.

• Processing automatically a large number of scanned
documents can lead to new understandings of general cross-cutting
issues, not related to a single fund.



AI & DEEP LEARNING FOR 
THE PARCHMENT DOCUMENTS

• One of these issues is defining the number
and the activity of the notaries in the city
of Milan and its contado.

• The AI deep learning approach can
automatically investigate a large number
of private documents and give a substantial
contribution to the knowledge of Milanese
notaries in the Middle Ages.

• The basic feature chosen to be identified for the
research is the signum, an authentication
element put by notaries.

• The signum appears in about all private
deeds and has specific and easily
recognisable charatceristics (shape, position,
etc.)



THE SIGNUM: A USEFUL MARKER
• The signum or Notarial sign is a specific and personal drawn mark

used by a single notary in the protocollo and before his signature.
• Identifying the signum means that every notary could be recognised

and tracked in a virtually infinite series of documents.
• The AI will contribute either in create a library of signa: a virtual

matricula of notaries and a basis to investigate their less visible
features.



FROM ML TO DL



FROM ML TO DL



What about archives ?

IMAGE UNDERSTANDING



MANAGING PUBLIC DATASETS 



BUILDING UP A NOTARIAL MATRICULA 
BEFORE AD 1350 

• One of the aims of the project is to use the
AI to build up a Matricula of Milanese
notaries of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries (in separate steps).

• The progressive investigation of all the
parchment documents of the ASMi will lead
to a complete list of notaries and their
identification.

• The process will also generate a list of all
the surviving documents related to
every single notary.



BUILDING UP A NOTARIAL MATRICULA 
BEFORE AD 1350 



PERGANET



DATASET COLLECTION

• Data collection is moving forward and actually we have the
following archives cooperation together and collecting
data for the study:

– Archivio di Stato di Milano 
(220 documents already processed, nearly 1200 scanned and 
ready to be processed)

– Archivio di Stato di Novara 
(91 documents ready to be processed)

– Archivio di Stato di Ascoli Piceno
(27 documents ready to be processed)



DEEP LEARNING PIPELINE



BINARY CLASSIFICATION 
RECTO/VERSO

Recto Verso

Simonyan, K., & Zisserman, A. (2014). Very deep convolutional networks for
large-scale image recognition. arXiv preprint arXiv:1409.1556.

VGG16 DEEP NEURAL NETWORK



BINARY CLASSIFICATION 
RECTO/VERSO: RESULTS



PARCHMENTS TEXT DETECTION

Xinyu Zhou., et all, A. (2017). EAST: An Efficient and Accurate Scene Text
Detector. arXiv:1704.03155v2.



PARCHMENTS TEXT DETECTION: 
EXPERIMENTS

Word detection
• DNN Model: EAST
• Use of trained model (tested

over datasets: ICDAR 2015, 
MSRA-TD500, COCO-Text)



PARCHMENTS TEXT DETECTION: 
RESULTS



PARCHMENTS TEXT DETECTION



PARCHMENTS TEXT DETECTION



SIGNA TABELLIONIS DETECTION AND 
RECOGNITION

Redmon, J., Divvala, S., Girshick, R., & Farhadi, A. (2016). You only look once: Unified, real-time
object detection. In Proceedings of the IEEE conference on computer vision and pattern
recognition (pp. 779-788).
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NOTARIAL MATRICULA ANNOTATION

2768 signa
ID NAME HISTORICAL 

INFORMATION

… …
109 notary 109
110 notary 110
… …

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

Annotazione per detection e 
riconoscimento dei simboli



SIGNA TABELLIONIS DETECTION AND 
RECOGNITION: RESULTS
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SIGNA TABELLIONIS DETECTION 
AND RECOGNITION: RESULTS

signum  0.64

signum  0.60

For each prediction is showed class (signum) and confidence



SIGNA TABELLIONIS DETECTION AND 
RECOGNITION: RESULTS

signum  0.73

signum  0.72
signum  0.76
signum  0.32

signum  0.36



OTHER APPLICATIONS

Once refined and fully developed, the AI could be used in a
wide range of applications:
• Recognizing the peculiar system of writing of every single notary.
• Training Handwritten Text Recognition tools to read text and 

abbreviations
• Analyzing archival notes on the back and retrace previous archival 

arrangements or uses of groups of documents.
• Recognizing recurring images or other features in huge series of 

documents.
• Identifying common patterns in manuscript maps or drawings.
• Opening original & relevant AI Data Sets.
• And many others…
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